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Abstract—In this paper we present the analysis of charge dynamics in the reverse conducting (RC)-IGBT and the Bi mode Insulating Gate Transistor (BiGT). The differences and similarities between the two device concepts are analyzed with the aid of 2D device simulations using a realistic 3.3kV device model. The influence of the anode shorts dimensioning and buffer design on the on-state characteristics and the snap-back effect is discussed and the advantages of the hybrid BiGT structure are demonstrated. It is shown that the application of the BiGT structure decouples the conventional RC-IGBT design trade-offs with respect to the diode and IGBT areas in relation to the snap-back effect. Main design principles for optimal IGBT and diode performance are outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reverse conducting devices offer an attractive solution for increasing power density in IGBT modules. As the same chip is utilized in IGBT and free-wheeling diode modes, the required area for achieving the same power is decreased. In addition, the temperature oscillations of the chips are greatly reduced which leads to improved reliability of the power modules. Despite many advantages, until recently reverse conducting devices did not offer comparable performance to the traditional two chip approach. Difficulty to optimize the same silicon for both modes usually limited the employment of these devices to soft-switching applications [1]. It has been recently demonstrated, that the BiGT concept, consisting of a hybrid structure comprising an RC-IGBT and a standard IGBT, offers a significantly improved on-state characteristics compared to the state-of-the-art RC-IGBT [2].

Fig.1 shows a comparison between the measured on-state I-V characteristics of different reverse conducting devices. The voltage snap-back, a typical negative differential resistance region is observed in RC-IGBTs [1-3]. This part of the I-V characteristics could have a negative impact when the devices are paralleled, especially at low temperature conditions. The peak voltage before the snap-back is significantly reduced or even eliminated in a BiGT device designs. However, further studies with regard to the design principles of the BiGT will enable better understanding of the device behavior and continuous optimization. Until now, simulation and experimental investigations have been focused on RC devices [3] while hybrid BiGT structure adds another dimension of complexity to the design. In addition, the BiGT device is required to operate under hard-switching conditions in both IGBT and diode modes and fulfill the rigorous robustness standards set on power devices today. For that reason, the trade-offs between the diode and IGBT modes must be carefully considered. The above topics are addressed in this paper.

II. DEVICE SIMULATION STRUCTURES

The device structures used in the simulations are presented in Fig. 2. As a basis, a 3.3 kV 62.5 A Enhanced-Planar SPT IGBT structure was utilized. For simulations of the on-state characteristics in the IGBT mode, large device structures measuring up to 2.5 mm were modeled in order to give a realistic representation of the BiGT concept. With the aim to reduce the number of mesh points, the MOS cell was replaced with equivalent n+ source emitters located with the same periodicity on the front emitter-side. On the device collector side, the n+ diffusions (anode shorts) were distributed
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**Figure 1.** On-state I-V characteristics of an RC-IGBT (blue curve) compared to two different designs of the BiGT (red and black curves)
The lateral flow of electrons through the buffer initially unipolar from the emitter to the n+ shorts in the collector. The lateral flow of electrons through the buffer initially unipolar from the emitter to the n+ shorts in the collector.

To simulate diode characteristics a structure with several full MOS cells on the emitter side and ½ to 4 anode segments at the collector side, was used (Fig. 2, structure C). This allowed us to build reverse conducting structures with a varying length up to 1 mm. The same structure was also used for the switching simulations. In this case, no pilot IGBT was included in the modeled structure.

To simulate I-V characteristics with negative differential resistance regions, the device simulation was performed using a time dependent technique. A current ramp from 0 A to 62.5 A was applied to the semiconductor device at a constant rate of 0.6 A/ms.

III. RESULTS
A. Snap-back in IGBT mode

Figure 3 shows the simulated on-state I-V characteristics of an RC-IGBT compared to the characteristics of a standard IGBT, simulated using the large structure A as shown in Fig. 2 with a backside pitch \( L_{NP} \) of 240 \( \mu \)m. The curve exhibits a typical negative resistance region or snap-back at low currents, after the on-state voltage reaches 20 V. This behavior is similar to previously reported lateral segmented anode IGBT’s and reverse-conducting structures [3-5]. The current flow is initially unipolar from the emitter to the n+ shorts in the collector. The lateral flow of electrons through the buffer above the anode segments forward biases the anode junction at the point where the voltage drop is the largest. The hole concentration in the drift region is increasing thus reducing its resistivity by conductivity modulation, causing the on-state voltage to snap-back.

Increasing the width of the anode regions \( (L_N) \) increases the resistive path for the electrons above the anode and effectively reduces the peak voltage before the snap-back as well as the current density for the on-set of carrier injection. The width of the n+ shorts \( (L_N) \) was found to have no influence on the maximum voltage peak, but an increased \( L_{NP} \) length reduced the current density at which the snap-back occurs. In Fig. 4 the maximum voltage drop before the snap-back is plotted as a function of the anode segment width. The snap back voltage depends solely on the anode segment width for the same SPT buffer design and is independent from the conditions on how the width of the n+ shorts \( L_N \) was chosen (see triangle and round symbols). By reducing the buffer doping by a factor of 4, the resistive path above the anode is increased, thus forward biasing the junction at a lower current. As a result, the voltage peak is reduced by an order of magnitude (Fig. 4, square symbols). Nevertheless, the buffer design can not be freely adjusted for minimum snap-back in a punch-through device, as it strongly affects other device properties such as blocking capability, leakage current and short circuit capability.

As it will be shown later, increasing the anode segment widths has a negative impact on the diode characteristics. To overcome such limitations, the size of only one anode segment can be increased to form a pilot IGBT similarly to the hybrid BiGT structure. The maximum voltage before the snap-back can be efficiently reduced by this approach, as shown in Fig. 4.
the anode shorts are perfectly aligned with the MOS cells in the front.

Simulation of a single cell corresponds to the case when all anode segments start injecting simultaneously. Figure 6a shows the current distribution in the large multiple cell structure during the I-V sweep-up. Due to irregularities of the mesh (which is actually closer to the realistic conditions), the injection is slightly different between the anode segments, which causes the initial homogeneous current to concentrate at one anode segment (6a, positions 3 and 4). Consequently, the turn-on of the other cells is delayed and the device has a larger on-state voltage drop compared to the ideal single cell case. As the current is flowing through one anode segment, the required conditions for forward biasing the anode pn-junction will develop initially at the neighboring anode segment. The positions of the secondary snap-backs coincide with the times where the anode areas become forward biased sequentially and start injecting holes into the drift region, until all anode segments are injecting (Fig. 6, pos. 5-8). If the anode segments are very narrow, some areas of the device might remain inactive even in the nominal current range.

A side by side comparison of the anode forward biasing with the BiGT hybrid structure is shown in Fig. 6b. Positions 1 to 4 correspond to the same current density in both devices. In the BiGT, the wider anode (pilot IGBT) starts to inject immediately at relatively lower current densities, which reduces the peak voltage and ensures a controlled location of the initial electron hole plasma. As the current rises, injection of the neighboring anode segments sets on. However, it is seen from the comparison of Fig. 3 curve (b) and (c), that the RC-IGBT and BiGT has the same performance in respect to secondary snap-backs. Increasing the widths of the anode segments helps in reducing the required current to forward bias the full anode area.

Recently, heavily paralleled 3.3kV modules containing 24 BiGTs from the optimized design version (shown in Fig. 1) with small secondary snap-backs were subjected for the first time to a PWM frequency test in an H-bridge configuration [6]. The test was carried out at a DC link voltage of 2.1 kV up to stabilization for a junction temperature of 140°C for approximately 30 minutes. Operational frequencies up to 1500 Hz and peak currents up to 800 A were achieved during the tests. The frequency test results provide a first insight into the feasibility of a single BiGT chip operating in both IGBT and freewheeling diode modes successfully under hard-switching conditions with no clear impact of the secondary snap-back effect.

C. Diode area trade-off

In the previous sections it was concluded that for the IGBT mode the preferred design is with the anode segments designed as wide as possible. However, this improvement occurs at the cost of the integrated PIN diode conduction losses, as the separation between the n+ diffusions grows and current distribution is more localized and the loss of effective area utilization. We analyzed the on-state characteristics of the built in diode to understand the design constraints implied by the diode losses.

in diamond symbols. These points were obtained on a large structure with 240 μm pitch, which would cause a snap-back voltage in excess of 20 V without the pilot IGBT. One of the anodes was enlarged in steps up to 1.9 mm. At a pilot IGBT width of 1.5 mm, the snap-back drops below 100 mV. A full I-V curve of the 0.9 mm large pilot IGBT area is plotted in Fig. 3 curve (c).

\textbf{B. Secondary snap-backs}

After the initial snap-back, a series of secondary snap-backs are observed in the RC-IGBT as well as in the BiGT (marked with arrows in Fig. 3) in agreement with the experiment (Fig. 1, non-optimized BiGT curve). These small voltage variations continue up to one half of the nominal device current. However, when simulations of the same design are performed using a single-cell structure (Fig. 2, structure C), it leads to different characteristics. Comparison of a 480 μm pitch on-state simulation using structures A and C (see Fig. 2) is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum snap-back voltage is the same in both cases, but the secondary snap-backs are not visible in the one-cell simulation. The same behavior is also sometimes observed in the large structure if
Fig. 7 shows the dependency of the diode on-state voltage ($V_F$) drop as a function of the anode segment width for three different $L_p/L_{NP}$ ratios, which can also be considered as the effective diode area. The simulations were performed using a structure with full MOS cells (Structure C in Fig. 2). The diode on-state simulation with the fully n+ covered backside (MOSFET structure) is included for comparison. The diode on-state value for the MOSFET equals 1.29 V and is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 7.

The $V_F$ shows a complex dependency on the separation between the anode shorts even for the same diode area. At very high $L_p$ length, the n+ regions, which act as cathodes for the diode, interact less and the $V_F$ is higher. However, the $V_F$ is much lower than could be expected from simple scaling of the effective diode area. As the length $L_p$ is decreased, the plasma density between the n+ cathodes increases rapidly which causes the $V_F$ to drop. At $L_p$ around 100 $\mu$m the $V_F$ reaches a minimum value with no further improvement at lower $L_p$ values.

D. Switching characteristics

Turn-off simulations in diode and IGBT modes were performed using the structure employing a full set of MOS cells (structure C in Fig. 2). Fig. 8 shows the comparison of turn-off simulation in MOSFET and RC-IGBT body diodes. The $L_p/(L_p+L_N)$ ratio of the RC-IGBT was set to 21% and an anode segment length of 380 $\mu$m. Although the two body diodes have largely different on-state voltages, the MOSFET’s internal diode exhibits a clear current snap-off at 2.3 $\mu$s, whereas the RC-IGBT shows a very soft current tail. This effect is attributed to the field charge extraction (FCE) phenomenon [7]. Indeed, the anode segments turn the MOSFET diode into the FCE diode. At the end of the reverse recovery phase, the anode segments start to emit holes, which support the reverse recovery current and prevent a snap-off from occurring. Similar behavior has been observed experimentally for the BiGT in both diode and transistor modes [2]. However, the improvement of the turn-off softness in IGBT mode is not clearly pronounced in the simulation. The detailed understanding of the anode and shorts dimensioning for optimum softness performance is under investigation.

IV. Conclusions

2D numerical analysis of the on-state I-V characteristics of the 3.3kV BiGT and RC-IGBT has been presented. The examination of the RC-IGBT characteristics has shown that the peak voltage before the snap-back depends solely on the anode segment widths for a specific buffer design and can be considerably reduced by introducing a BiGT hybrid IGBT/RC-IGBT structure with one wide anode region. The wide anode area in the BiGT starts to inject holes at much lower current densities, which in turn reduces the peak voltage and provides a location for the initial electron hole plasma. The pilot IGBT width of 1.5 mm reduces the snap-back voltage to below 100 mV. Although the initial snap-back is eliminated, a series of secondary snap-backs occur in the BiGT. Careful choice of the buffer and anode segment width is required to ensure that the device is utilizing the full anode area. Diode mode operation sets additional limits on the dimensioning of the anode segments. The preferred width lies below 200 $\mu$m for minimum on-state losses of the diode. Both diode and IGBT mode show the improved softness of the turn-off characteristics as a result of the FCE action.
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